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Taste a lineup of Belgian beers, like this assortment from Brewery Duvel Moortgat, which is one of the 21 members of the Belgian
Family Brewers alliance, and you quickly realize there is no one distinctive Belgian beer style. (Jay R. Brooks)
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When you think of countries with a long brewing tradition, Belgium is unique. England is

known for its ales, Germany for its lagers and the Czech Republic for pilsner. A large part of

what makes Belgium such a magical place for beer is its incredible diversity. It's the

antithesis of a national beer identity. So many of its brewmasters make beers that are unique

to their own establishment that you cannot try one and say you've truly tried Belgian beer.

This tiny nation, which is slightly smaller than the state of Maryland, is home to about 170

breweries and beer brands, and native Belgians are justifiably proud of their beer heritage.

Over the centuries, different regions within the country developed diverse types of beer, due

to the water, the microclimates, local ingredients and wild yeasts. As these towns and cities

grew, they became known for particular types of beer: Bruins in Oudenaarde, Seef in old

Antwerp, Flanders Reds in West Flanders, and Gueuze and other Lambics in the

Pajottenland region, southwest of Brussels.

Others have no geographic allegiance, but share other characteristics. There are more

Trappist breweries, for example, in Belgium than any other country. They make very

different beers from each other, but are known collectively as Trappist beers. Similarly,

Abbey beers are made at non-Trappist monasteries or any brewery that uses a similar

monastic style.

And we categorize many Belgian beers for simple expediency, dividing them by color, as in

Belgian blond or dark strong ales; by strength, as in strong ales, dubbels and tripels; or as

saisons and biere de gardes, which can be almost anything.

My point is that Belgian beers are more different than alike, and it takes work -- of the

pleasantest sort -- to fully appreciate the wide range of possibility.

A little over a year ago, 21 brewers formed an alliance, the Belgian Family Brewers. By

American standards, the bar for BFB membership is set high. Breweries must be at least 50

years old and have been family-owned throughout their existence. (The oldest modern craft

breweries in this country are in their mid-30s; most are still in their teens or younger.)

Collectively, the 21 Belgian breweries have been making beer for more than 3,500 years.

All the groups' original beers carry the Belgian Family Brewers label, an assurance that the

beer is from a traditional, independent, family-owned Belgian brewery. They're also hoping

to put a stop to non-Belgian breweries using the name "Belgian beer" on their labels.

In November, I took a tour of the BFB breweries with a group of other American journalists.

It was a whirlwind tour, but because we tried beers from one brewery after the next, the vast

differences between breweries and beers were even more noticeable. Most of the beers were

known to me and there were many I'd sampled before, but trying them in rapid succession,

at the source, was an amazing experience. It quickly became obvious that although there is a

Belgian character to their beer, almost no two are alike -- and in many cases they are not

even close.

Belgian beers are all about flavor. Some are malty, some hoppy and some yeasty. Some are

very low-alcohol table beers, while others soar above the 10 percent mark of alcohol by

volume. Some are flavored with fruit or spices. Some are sweet; others are sour. Some are

crystal clear; others are impenetrably cloudy. Some have simple, clean flavors; others are

indescribably complex. And most of these beers are served in special, proprietary glassware,

unique to the brewery.
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So give Belgian beer a try, but don't try just one. Pick a range, invite a few friends over, pick

up some Belgian chocolate and cheese, and maybe some fresh frites, or french fries, too.

(The Belgians claim to have invented fries, though the French contentiously disagree.)

Need ideas? I've created a page on the Eat Drink Play blog to get you started, with a list of

beers imported by the Belgian Family Brewers. Find it at blogs.mercurynews.com/eat-drink-

play (http://blogs.mercurynews.com/eat-drink-play)/2014/03/21/bfb/ or use this shortcut:

bit.ly/BFBeer

Contact Jay R. Brooks at BrooksOnBeer@gmail.com (mailto:BrooksOnBeer@gmail.com).
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